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WHAT’S ON?
- Tuesday Evening Fitness Nordic Walk - Tuesdays 6.30pm starting 2nd February - Various locations p.2

- One-to-one instruction p.2

- GBS (Guillain-Barré Syndrome) & Nordic Walking Testimonial by Linda Bannister p.3

- Group presentation p.4

                                                                                                                                                Sandrine

Group Presentation

Waikato River Walk
Te Awa Walkway

WINKSMITH NORDIC WALKING
HTTP ://NORDICWALKING.WINKSMITH.CO.NZ - NORDICWALKING@WINKSMITH.CO.NZ -  021 418 695
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NORDIC WALKING CLASSES

Keep up with your New Year’s resolution(s)

Join a Nordic Walking class and burn up to 40% more 
kilojoules.

Join my classes and discover Nordic Walking.  Nordic Walking is fun and 
can be enjoyed by almost everyone - any age, any athletic ability. Nordic 
Walking could be the perfect exercise for you.

In addition, doing just 30 minutes of moderate exercise a day, even in 10 
minute chunks, can help to reduce your risk of heart disease and diabetes 
as well as reducing your risk of developing a stroke and high blood 
pressure.

All classes must be pre-booked and require 24 hours notice of cancellation.

Non attendance or late cancellation will be charged in full.

Nordic Walking Personal Training

Personal training may be more suitable to meet 
your time, mobility and fitness levels. 

Evenings or weekends time available.

$40/hour (incl. pole hire). Email or call me.

Cancellation - 24 hours notice of cancellation. Non attendance or 
cancellation will be charged in full.

Tuesday Evening Fitness Nordic Walk                        
@ 6.30pm

This Tuesday evening walk requires a certain level of 
fitness. Most walks are about 10km long.

Starting locations vary. An email will be sent a few 
days prior the walk with the location.

Fee $10/walk ($2 pole hire). For Nordic Walkers 
with prior experience. Registration essential.
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WINKSMITH
NORDIC WALKING

nordicwalking.winksmith.co.nz

6 Minnie Place
Pukete

Hamilton 3200

021 418 695
NORDICWALKING@WINKSMITH.CO.NZ

GROUP PRESENTATIONS

Winksmith Nordic Walking offers group presentations in the Waikato.

Call or email to organise a session.
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